


And it all started out so well !

Since the first buildings, the window has been important architectural 
element, adding balance and elegance, whereas the balcony was 

seen as a decorative feature.

Things went wrong when we tried to turn the balcony into a living area. 
It typically just became a storage area, cutting out the light 

and spoiling the facade.

You only have to look upwards to see balconies cluttered with bikes and other 
things and to appreciate that they are not an attractive or an elegant solution.



Picture yourself when, in the middle of a meal, you suddenly want to take 
advantage of the great weather outside.

LUMICENE magic ...



Just slide one panel, two panels...

.... and, by simply sliding the panels, in becomes out, transporting you outside.



BIOCLIMATIC

In these energy efficiency and sustainability times, LUMICENE is the only bioclimatic 
structure on the market today. Not surprising really, as it was designed for this purpose.

IN WINTER

The glass panels are in the «bow-window» position 
- closed to the outside. The sun moves around the 
LUMICENE, sending light deep into the apartment.

IN SUMMER

The LUMICENE glass panels are in the shaded 
«balcony» position which prevents any glass-house 
effect and over-heating.

IN HALF SEASON

Thanks to its many intermediate positions, there is 
always a comfortable position, especially to protect 
from the wind.



Smart use of space

Unlike a balcony or a veranda, LUMICENE is an inherent part of your living area. 
It extends your apartment by integrating it with the balcony area.



Guarantee of keeping clean facades

LUMICENE is a good answer to the problems of cluttered balconies, laying of canisses ... 
It is the guarantee to keep facades clean over time.



Occultations

LUMICENE is provided with curtain runners as standard. All types of curtains can be used. 
LUMICENE can be optionnally equipped with vertical slat blinds. They are particularly 
adapted to its circular shape and allow to manage the light in the best way all day long.

LUMICENE can be equipped with two external blackout blinds which allow you to better 
manage the summer comfort by protecting the windows from the sun. The blackout blind is 

made of Serge Ferrari membrane, the reference brand in outdoor material.

Discover the blinds documentation on www.lumicene.com/documentation/
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Edifim / Macary Page Architectes
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LUMISHELL  by  LUMICENE x C. BENICHOU
More information on www.lumi-shell.com



LUMIBAR  by  LUMICENE x Anne-Sophie Brychcy Architectures x Oxygen



18 rue de Genève 69006 LYON - FRANCE

contact@lumicene.fr - +33 4.81.130.430

Find pictures, technical  
drawings, references  

on www.lumicene.com
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